Measurement of energetic neutral atoms fluxes in space requires efficient suppression of exceptionally strong background extreme-ultraviolet 1EUV2 and UV radiation. Diffraction filters make it possible to separate 1transmit2 charged and neutral particles from the background radiation 1which would be suppressed2. Recently developed freestanding transmission gratings look especially promising for implementation in a new family of diffraction EUV@UV filters. The first results of our experimental study of filtering properties of freestanding transmission gratings with a period of 200 nm are presented. The grating transmission was measured in the 52-131-nm wavelength range, and grating polarization properties were determined at 58.4 nm. It is shown that transmission gratings can be used efficiently as filters and polarizers in the EUV@UV spectral range.
Introduction
Filtering the radiation in the extreme-ultraviolet 1EUV2 spectral range is required in many space and laboratory applications. I report here first results of my experimental study of the filtering properties of freestanding transmission gratings in the 50-131-nm wavelength range. A freestanding transmission grating consists of a set of parallel gold bars separated by gaps and supported by an additional large-mesh grid. A filter based on freestanding transmission gratings would make it possible to separate 1transmit2 charged and neutral particles from the background EUV@UV radiation 1which would be suppressed2. Unique properties of such filters permit substantial improvement in the performance of instruments for detection of energetic neutral atom 1ENA2 fluxes in space plasmas. 1 Imaging of the heliosphere and planetary magnetospheres in ENA fluxes is recognized as a powerful tool in the study of global processes in space. 2, 3 ENA instruments, which have been developed gradually over the last 25 years, are rapidly maturing in preparation for forthcoming space missions, such as that of the Cassini and Magnetosphere Imager.
ENA detection in space is notoriously difficult 2, 4 because of the extremely low intensity of neutral atom fluxes and because of ENA instrument exposure to a high level of background EUV@UV radiation 1l , 150 nm2. In the case of Earth the brightest background lines belong to emissions of hydrogen, helium, oxygen, and nitrogen atoms, molecules and ions in the 30-140-nm range, 5 the dayglow brightness being ,10 kR 11 R 5 1 Rayleigh 5 10 6 @4p photon cm 22 s 21 sr 21 2. In the heliosphere the background radiation is concentrated in the hydrogen Lyman-a resonance line 1121.6 nm2 and in the helium resonance line 158.4 nm2. The heliospheric background radiation is anisotropic, and its brightness varies in the inner heliosphere between 300 and 1000 R for the hydrogen line and between 1 and 10 R for the helium line.
Currently available techniques to suppress the background EUV@UV radiation limit ENA instrument capabilities and distort ENA characteristics. 2, 4 As first suggested more than a decade ago, 6 diffraction filters can provide efficient suppression of the EUV radiation and high transparency to ENA's. Diffraction filtering is based on the fact that photons can easily pass through a straight channel-pore 1slit2 in a filter if the channel diameter 1slit width2 is much larger than the photon wavelength. In contrast to photons an ENA passes through the channel freely if it does not collide with the channel walls. Thus diffraction filters permit the separation of incident ENA's from EUV@UV photons and would serve as particle collimators. 1 The requirements for filters 1to be used in space experiments2 include efficient suppression of EUV@UV radiation, high transparency to ENA's 1i.e., high geometrical transparency2, and mechanical robustness to withstand the vibrations and shocks of rocket launch. Diffraction filters can be used for suppression of the background EUV@UV radiation in fusion plasma diagnostics as well.
Radiation suppression in the EUV@UV spectral range requires diffraction filters with an opening size of 100 nm or less. Early research to evaluate submicrometer structures with the desired properties was started by Gruntman and Leonas 6 for ENA imaging and simultaneously and independently by Mitrofanov 7 for EUV astronomical applications. This early research was based on the so-called nuclear track filters 1NTF's2 1see Ref. 12 . The technology of NTF fabrication as well as the application of various NTF's are described in detail elsewhere. [8] [9] [10] Although the EUV@UV filtering by NTF's has been successfully demonstrated, 7, 11 NTF's are of limited practical use for ENA imaging because of their inherently low geometrical transparency. 1 A review 1 of several possible alternative technologies pointed to promising characteristics of freestanding transmission gratings that should both attenuate and polarize radiation.
A schematic view of a freestanding transmission grating is shown in Fig. 1 . The grating consists of a set of parallel gold bars with a period p and a geometrical transparency, g 5 d@p, of approximately one half. The grating bars are supported by an additional large-mesh grid 1not shown in the figure2 that makes an overall grating geometrical transparency of <0.25. Gratings are manufactured at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology by a sequence of technological steps including holographic lithography, ion and reactive-ion etching, and electroplating. 12, 13 The gratings are being developed for NASA's Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility 1AXAF2 where 336 transmission gratings will be flown as a part of the High Energy Transmission Grating Spectrometer. Although the AXAF requirements are confined to thin-film-supported gratings, a spin-off of the new technology are freestanding transmission gratings. Freestanding transmission gratings are designed to withstand the mechanical requirements of space flight and will be flown for the first time on the Solar Heliospheric Observatory mission. 14 Transmission gratings, which can be used in standalone or crossed tandem configurations, 1 would permit one to achieve efficient EUV@UV radiation suppression and high 15-25%2 geometrical transparency, the latter feature being indispensable for ENA space experiments. Data on EUV radiation transmission through submicrometer openings are scarce; the experimental study of transmission grating characteristics in the EUV spectral range was started only recently. [15] [16] [17] I report here first experimental results from my study of the transmission and polarization properties of gold transmission gratings with a period of p 5 200 nm in the 52-131-nm-wavelength range.
Experiment
A schematic of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2 . Monochromatic EUV radiation was produced by a dc glow-discharge source followed by a 0.5-m SeyaNamioka EUV monochromator. The transmission of a single grating was measured in the 52-131-nmwavelength range, and grating polarization properties were determined at 58.4 nm. The nominal geometrical characteristics of gratings, as provided by the manufacturer, were the following: period, p 5 200 nm; distance between the metal bars, d 5 100 nm 1i.e., geometrical transparency, g 5 0.52; length, h 5 435 nm 1Fig. 12; grating area, 5 3 11 mm. The grating serves as a particle 66.6°collimator in one dimension. The geometrical transparency of a largemesh grid supporting the grating was 0.48. This type of gold grating is commercially available from X-Opt Inc., Gainesville, Fla. 32605. The characterization of fabricated transmission gratings is a nontrivial task, and possible deviations from nominal geometrical characteristics are discussed below.
Grating filtering and polarization properties are interdependent because the grating transmission strongly depends on the incident light polarization. This polarization dependence significantly complicates the experimental study of grating properties that requires accurate knowledge of the photon-beam polarization. The light produced by a glow-discharge source is unpolarized, but it becomes partially polarized after reflecting from the diffraction 1reflec-tion2 grating in the Seya-Namioka monochromator. A gold diffraction 1reflection2 grating with 1200 lines@mm and blazed at 70 nm was used in the monochromator.
The polarization of the light exiting the monochromator 1which is used to study transmission gratings2 is unknown. It is assumed that the light beam consists of two linearly polarized components 1along mutually perpendicular X and Y axes2 with intensities I X and I Y ; the total photon-beam intensity is I 0 5 I X 1 I Y 1Fig. 22. The X axis is parallel to the grooves of the diffraction grating in the monochromator 1i.e., normal to the plane of incidence2, and the Y axis is parallel to the incidence plane; the X and Y axes are perpendicular to the photon-beam direction. Polarization P 0 of the light exiting the monochromator is given by
A transmission grating, mounted normal to the photon beam, can be moved in and out of the beam by a linear motion mechanism 1Fig. 22. A photon detector 1channel electron multiplier2 can also be moved in a direction perpendicular to the beam axis. The alignment of both the grating and the detector in the Y-axis direction was achieved by additional rotary motion. This experimental arrangement permitted us to measure the transmission of the transmission gratings as well as to monitor the background count rate. It was verified by detector scanning that the zeroth-diffraction-order beam was always measured after the grating. The photon beam was collimated by several slits, and the detector aperture was selected in such a way as to intercept all transmitted photons in the zeroth diffraction order. The channel electron amplifier was in a linear counting mode; no attempt to account for 1possibly small2 detection efficiency dependence on light polarization 18 has been made. Only reliably identified spectral lines were used for transmission measurements in the range from 52.2 to 130.4 nm; helium was used as a working gas in the dc glow-discharge light source. The following measurements were performed:
112 Single-grating transmission for two orthogonal grating orientations, one with the grating metal bars parallel to the reflection grating in the monochromator 1i.e., parallel to the X axis2 and another for the perpendicular orientation 1i.e., parallel to the Y axis2.
122 Transmission of two crossed gratings 1i.e., two gratings normal to the beam and installed in series, or tandem, with perpendicularly oriented metal bars2.
Model
Let the grating transmission T P be the transmission of the light polarized parallel to the transmission grating metal bars and the grating transmission T S be the transmission of the light polarized perpendicular to the grating metal bars. It is assumed that the incident light beam, which is linearly polarized parallel 1perpendicular2 to the grating bars, is attenuated without the production of a component perpendicular 1parallel2 to the grating bars after the grating.
The
order2 with two grating orientations, namely, grating bars parallel to the X axis 1count rate C X 2 and Y axis 1C Y 2, respectively. It is convenient for one to present measurement results using normalized count rates, R X 5 C X @C 0 and R Y 5 C Y @C 0 , which permits one to eliminate the unknown photon detection efficiency of the detector. The normalized count rates can be related to the grating transmissions, T P 1l2 and T S 1l2, as
By adding and subtracting Eqs. 122 and 132, one obtains the sum T o of single-grating transmissions,
and the polarization of the incident light, i.e., the light exiting the monochromator,
The transmission T X of the crossed grating configuration would be
and it is independent of the incident light polarization. Thus, by experimentally determining the sum of single-grating transmissions, T o 1by measuring R X and R Y 2 and measuring the transmission T X of crossed gratings, one unambiguously obtains grating transmissions T P and T S . Knowledge of the transmissions, T P 1l2 and T S 1l2, permits the determination of radiation filtering 1suppression2 properties of various grating configurations. Filtering unpolarized light by a single transmission grating is important for the applications case. A single transmission grating would attenuate the light and serve as a polarizer. The transmission of the incident unpolarized light T 0 by a single grating would be
and the polarization P T of the transmitted light would be
The transmitted light would be highly polarized if T P : T S ; in such a case a transmission grating serves as an efficient polarizer. The suppression of unpolarized light by a single grating depends on the transmission 1T P 1 T S 2 5 T o only, and the determination of T o does not require measurements with crossed gratings. An adequate theoretical model of the radiation transmission through gratings is highly desirable for predicting grating filtering properties without expensive trial-and-error fabrication. The only comprehensive theoretical model and the computer code simulating transmission-grating optical properties known to the author were developed by Anderson. 19 The discussion of the model and computer code is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found elsewhere. 16, 18 We compare computer-code predictions with our measurement results because experimental verification of Anderson's model and code is an important task.
The complex dielectric constants, e 5 e 1 2 ie 2 , of the grating material 1gold2 are used as input parameters for the computer code. 19 The dielectric constants are related to the index of refraction n and the extinction coefficient k through the following equations: e 1 5 n 2 2 k 2 and e 2 5 2nk. The optical characteristics of gold in the EUV spectral range are known with some uncertainty, and they may depend on fabrication specifics and surface-preparation techniques. We used in our computer simulations two sets of gold optical constants, those from Weaver et al. 20 and those from Lynch and Hunter. 21 These optical constant sets are referred to as the WKLK and LH sets, respectively. Figure 3 shows the spectral dependence of optical constants n and k for the WKLK and LH sets. The optical constants are given only at points where experimental measurements were performed. All points are connected by straight lines to guide the eye. We also extended computer simulation beyond the experimentally studied spectral range down to 30.4 nm to include this line, which is important for space applications.
One can clearly see that two optical constant sets are compatible for short wavelengths, l , 60 nm, but show a substantial discrepancy for longer wavelengths. Computer simulations performed for both optical constant sets showed that the transmission T S is especially sensitive 1to as high as a factor of 402 to the uncertainty in optical constants for l . 80 nm, although transmission T P varies only slightly 1by a factor of 22. Because T P : T S for l . 80 nm 1see below2, transmission T o and consequently predictions of the transmission of unpolarized light by a single grating would thus be only slightly sensitive to the uncertainty in optical constants. The difference between the values of T o computed for the LH and WKLK gold constant sets gradually increases with the wavelength increase, and it does not exceed a factor of 2.
The transmission of unpolarized light by crossed gratings, which is determined by a product of T P and T S , strongly depends on optical constants. The difference between the computed values of the transmission T X for two optical constant sets is small at short wavelengths and increases significantly for longer wavelengths.
Results and Discussion
The sum of the single-grating transmissions, T o 5 T P 1 T S , was experimentally obtained at 12 wavelengths in the range from 52.2 to 130.4 nm. The transmission T X by crossed gratings was measured at the 58.4-nm wavelength only. The measured dependence T o 1l2 is compared with the computer simulation results in Fig. 4 ; computations are presented here for the LH optical constant set only. The measurement accuracy is better than 65%, and it is determined by the counting statistics and experimentally monitored stability of the light beam. Here and below, all experimental points as well as calculated points are connected by straight lines to guide the eye.
The computed spectral dependence of the grating transmission, which uses nominal grating geometrical parameters 1g 5 0.52, differs substantially from measurement results 1Fig. 42. Experimentally determined values of T o 1l2 are not only much lower, for example, by a factor of 30 at 121.6 nm, but also the spectral dependence of the transmission is different. With the wavelength decrease all curves are approaching the geometrical transparency of the grating.
The ratio of transmissions, T R 5 T P @T S , is a convenient parameter for describing grating polarization properties. Ratio T R was experimentally determined at the l 5 58.4-nm wavelength 1Fig. 52, which required measurement of the transmission of two crossed gratings. The measured grating transmission T S is approximately a factor of 100 smaller than the value of T P at this wavelength: T S 5 1.90 3 10 24 and T P 5 1.88 3 10 22 . The attenuation of unpolarized light 158.4 nm2 would be ,10 ,2 and 4 3 10 26 by a single grating and crossed grating filters, respectively. The large value of T R 1<1002 demonstrates that transmission gratings would serve as efficient polarizers. For example, unpolarized incident radiation at a 58.4-nm wavelength will be highly polarized 1P T < 0.982 after the grating. The experimental value of T R 1Fig. 52 is more than a factor 10 higher than the theory prediction for nominal grating geometrical characteristics.
During the final measurements of crossed-grating transmission, the gratings were inadvertently damaged. There is a chance that the measurement of T X 1and the derived value of T S 2 is partially affected by this accident. However, the effect seems to be small because postaccident measurements did not show significant changes in the single-grating transmissions. The results of crossed-grating measurements should be taken with some caution, and their validity will be verified in the future. Measurements of T o are not affected at all.
The discrepancies between the computed grating filtering characteristics and measurement results 1Figs. 4 and 52 have suggested the possible deviation of grating geometrical characteristics from those provided by the manufacturer. The measurment of grating geometrical characteristics is a nontrivial task; for example, a scanning electron microscope can show the structure of the grating surface but cannot reveal possible slit-width variations inside the transmission grating.
The computed grating transmission is less dependent on the accuracy of the theoretical model and uncertainty in gold constants at shorter wavelengths. 1The transmission approaches the geometrical transparency at l 9 p. The grating thickness 1455 nm in our case2 and period 1200 nm2 are fixed by fabrication technology 22 ; grating geometrical transparency 1or efficient geometrical transparency2 g is more difficult to control, and it may vary 1i.e., gap width d may vary2. Therefore one can assume that grating period p and thickness h are known. By varying the geometrical transparency g, one can fit the model predictions with the experimentally observed grating transmission T o at the shortest wavelength where measurements are available 1l 5 52.2 nm in our case2. The geometrical transparency, g 5 0.38, provided the best fit. Note that the geometrical transparency of another grating that was determined by ion-beam attenuation 16 also produced geometrical transparency values smaller than those provided by the manufacturer.
Computer simulations of spectral dependencies, T o 1l2 and T R 1l2, for g 5 0.5 and g 5 0.38 are compared in Figs. 4 and 5 for the LH gold set. One can see that grating characteristics depend strongly on parameter g. The assumption of the smaller geometrical transparency, g 5 0.38, results in a significantly better agreement of the calculated transmission, T o 1l2, with the experimental data, although some differences in the spectral dependence remain. The agreement of predicted transmission ratio T R with the experimentally obtained value is excellent 1Fig. 52 at the 58.4-nm wavelength. The definitive verification of the computer code requires measurements of T P and T S at larger numbers of wavelengths as well as measurements of light-intensity distribution across nonzero diffraction orders. Large values of transmission ratio T R require that even the synchrotron light sources, which provide highly polarized radiation and look attractive for future grating studies, should be considered as partially polarized because of the finite angles of acceptance into the monochromator system. 23 If one assumes that the ratio of transmissions T R is very large 1see Fig. 52 , the polarization of the light produced by the monochromator 3see Eq. 1524 can be related to measured values R X and R Y in the following way:
The light polarization 1produced by our SeyaNamioka monochromator2, determined according to Eq. 182, is the highest at 58.4 nm 1P 5 0.82, and, with the wavelength increase, the polarization decreases to P 5 0.2 at 121.6 nm. To conclude, the measurement results showed that transmission gratings serve as efficient filters and polarizers in the EUV@UV range. Transmissiongrating filters can use both crossed-grating configurations and stand-alone single gratings. A crossedgrating filter would limit the field of view of the ENA instruments. ENA cameras with a wide field of view in one dimension can be built on the basis of singletransmission-grating filters. The application of transmission-grating-based filters significantly improves the performance of space instruments for planetary magnetosphere and heliosphere ENA imaging and will provide enhanced capabilities for EUV@UV instruments.
